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understanding the brief 

Before I began researching into topics and 
issues that interested me, I first began as 
I always do when recieving a new brief - I 
analysed it. 

Specialising in an area of my preference, I 
am given the opportunity to develop and 
demonstrate my design knowledge. From 
generating a concept and developing it, 
to presenting and prototyping it, I needed 
to engage with a new design problem that 
has a contextual relevance. 
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what to produce?

Whilst developing my final concept, I also 
need to carry out a fair amount of research 
that will not only support my concept, but 
will also allow for development of its fuc-
tionality and aesthetic qualities. 

Throughout the project, I aim to receive 
critical feedback that will play a heavy roll 
on the design process and my self-evalu-
ation. 

For this project, I am required to submit this 
very design document as well as a working 
prototype that is created using the most 
appropriate tools to resolve my self-chosen 
brief. 
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initial idea generation
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the receipt printer

When looking into possible projects and briefs 
that I could set myself, I came across a fair few 
projects that had focused on using Arduino and 
a recycled till-receipt printer. 

I already knew that these small printers were 
becoming popular within the design and 
programming community as projects such as 
‘The Little Printer’ are based on communication 
technologies and platforms being presented 
and printed on till roll receipts to make digital 
information have a physical presence. 

It is a concept that I really found interesting, 
the idea of returning to paper after a digital 
revoloution is something that I aimed to focus 
my final project on. My aim was to take the 
everyday till roll printer and find a new use for 
it that could be integrated with existing modern 
and social-driven technologies. 

 
 
Arduino is a computing platform that I have 
only recently discovered through one of my 
previous projects. Coding is not my strongest 
skill, and I realised that a project like this would 
require some extensive knowledge on Ardu-
ino and coding. However, I realised that this 
shouldn’t completely put me off a concept, so I 
decided that I would research further into using 
a receipt printer. 

I began by mind-mapping all the possible uses 
a printer could give to technology.
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Through my mindmapping, I began to no-
tice that all my concepts focused on digital 
communications that were once print-
based. I found it interesting that I would be 
bringing back the print form of communica-
tion whilst making it tangible and digital at 
the same time. 

The concept that I found to be the stron-
gest, was that of the ‘Email Printer’. The 

idea is that when a user receives an email,  
it will instantly print on the till-roll receipt 
printer. 

However, the reason why I believe this to 
be the strongest concept is because of the 
context that supports it. The ‘Email Printer’ 
would be aimed at elderly users. This 
product would be perfectly ideal for older 
users as a computer is not required. There-

fore, users are still able to communicate 
with friends and relatives instantly without 
the need of a computer or the knowledge 
of a computer. When the LED light flashes 
red, users are simply required to press the 
button in order to print the email that they 
have received. 

When developing this concept I kept in 
mind my own grandparents. Whilst they 

have only just got to grips with using 
Freeview, communicating via a computer, 
tablet or even a mobile is not in the cards. 
Therefore, I believe a product like this 
would be suitable. 

However, whilst it makes communicating to 
elderly users easier for them, it doesn’t al-
low them to communicate back. This would 
be something I’d need to consider.

initial concept - email printer
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printer research
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The doorbell printer was a project that I 
came across in my initial research. The 
idea of the project focuses on how we 
are fairly apprehensive when it comes to 
doorbells and consequently answering our 
doors. 

Most of the time we find doorbells either 
annoying or often scary and standing at 
the other side of the door is not always 

someone who we hope to see. We often 
find ourselves standing with salesmen or 
preachers at our front doors. 

The doorbell printer aims to challenge 
this perception as when your doorbell is 
pressed, the printer wirelessly plays a jolly 
melody and then begins to print either a 
“delightful or passive aggressive message.
The aim of the printer is to make the ex-

perience of answering a door less frightful 
and more enjoyable. 

The technology behind the doorbell printer 
consists of an Arduino and a thermal print-
er that can be purchased from Adafruit. 
The creator, Max Lupo, has allowed public 
to access and use his Arduino coding 
which would be extremely useful if it came 
to manipulate and altering the code to fit 

my concept. Although it maye not ap-
pear that useful, the doorbell printer is an 
interesting concept and is highlights the 
apprehension we can often feel when we 
hear a knock at our doors. 

the doorbell printer
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Another thermal printer project that I came 
across was that of the daily weather fore-
cast printer. On the name-less blog, we are 
told how the user had the aim of having 
the days weather printed for him when he 
wakes up in the morning. 

Unlike the previous project, which relied 
on purpose-built coding, this project takes 
advantage of the internet service, ‘If This 

Then That’ - IFTTT. An online service, 
IFTTT allows users to register almost any 
social and storage account and allows 
them to communicate with one another. 
For example, if a user takes an Instagram 
photo, they could then be downloaded to 
your Dropbox folder automatically. 

Creating and user trigger statements is an 
efficicent and easy way to glue together 

over 98 different online and social ser-
vices. And this is exactly what this project 
does as it sends emails to to this users 
Dropbox every morning at 6am. 

Then, using coding that downloads Drop-
box files straight to the thermal printer, 
the user successfully receives a printed 
forecast. This project was successful with 
Raspberry Pi in place of using a computer.

Again, this is a very simple concept, and 
yet for this user, it is extremely useful. 
This would be particularly useful for users 
that don’t have use of a smartphone or 
for those that aren’t regular users of the 
internet. To get the forecast printed next 
to your bed as you wake up would be faily 
useful. 

daily weather forecast printer
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The little printer from Berg initially began 
as a Kickstarter project that has made 
headlines across the world. The project 
highlights how paper is able to successful-
ly work alongside digital media to provide 
users with a current and instant service. 

Much like the previous projects, The Little 
Printer is a simple device that connects to 
the internet to print almost anything!

Using specially-developed apps, users are 
able to print custom-made newspapers at 
the touch of a button through the Guard-
ian paternship which is shown above. 
The Little Printer can do so much more, 
from printing Tweets and shopping lists to 
homework and puzzles, the printer has be-
come a new shared device for the whole 
household.

Additionally, users are also able to send 
pictures to The Little Printer where they’ll 
be printed in black and white thermal ink.

The Little Printer highlights highlights the 
Internet of Things and how our family 
homes and the appliances within will be 
able to communicate with eachother to 
make life much easier and efficient. 

With its printed face, The Little Printer has 
made modern technology much more 
aproachable as this printer is more socia-
ble and more connected. 

The Littler Printer is available to buy 
commercially for around £150 - making this 
new experience an affordable one for the 
whole household.

the little printer
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The most useful piece of information that I 
discovered in my research was a complete 
guide, along with coding, that makes creat-
ing your own little printer possible. 

Created by the generous people at 
EXCITING, the Go Free Range printer, 
is a complete kit that can be bought by 
anyone which includes a thermal printer 
and housing unit. Users can simply follow 

the detailed instructions as well as have 
access to the numerous libraries that are 
available online to make your printer print 
almost anything that is connected to the 
internet or coded manually. 

Luckily, the instruction manual is built 
around using both Arduino and Rasperry 
Pi, one of which I already own. 

As well as being able to create custom de-
signed content for them to print, it is also 
possible to allow them to communicate 
with eachother - therefore, establishing a 
community of small, DIY printers. 

Unbelievably happy that I had found 
a complete guide to creating my own 
thermal printer, I decided that it would be 
best to contact EXCITING and ask for more 

information on how to making emails work 
with both Arduino as well as the Go Free 
Range printer itself. 

For more information on the Go Free 
Range printer, visit the following website:

www.exciting.io

‘go free range’ thermal printer and tutorial
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EXCITING uses their thermal inter-
net printer to print all their contact 
queries. 

Here’s a photo they sent of their print-
er in action.
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Even before the start of the semester, thermal 
printers had been something of an interest to 
me. Whether or not it’s because I’d like one 
myself or not, I still wanted to focus my final 
project on creating one. However, it’s already 
been done - at least 4 times. 

Although there are a fair few tutorials to follow 
that would make the project much easier, I 
don’t think it would be sufficient enough for 
a 40 credit module and for a final university 
project. 

Therefore I decided that it was perhaps for 
the best if I abandoned the thermal printer 
concepts and think more about what I want to 
do for a future career and how my final project 
could demonstrate my skills set.

To decide on a suitable project, I had to first 
know what it is that I want to do in the future 
- and as I am never sure, it proved to be fairly 
difficult. 

For me, branding is something that I really en-
joy doing. Whether its creating a new brand or 
developing and changing the perspective of an 
established brand, it is something that I’d like to 
focus my final project on. 

In addition to branding, user experience is also 
of interest to me; how consumers experience a 
brand and how it affects their relationship with 
that company.

To begin focusing on the different possible ar-
eas of branding and how I can create a project 
out of it, I took to making a mind map. 

a change of heart
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idea generation
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Focusing on ITV as a brand, my initial 
concept was projection mapping. The idea 
concentrates on how the public perceive 
a brand and how it can be enhanced 
through interactive advertising. 

The above sketch shows how a brand 
could be implemented onto buildings and 
how the visuals would change depending 
on user interaction. 

In this example, I would imagine ITV would 
use interactive advertising to promote 
either a service such as ITV Player, or a 
programme such as Downton Abbey. 

Using a smartphone or tablet device, users 
could possibly participate in a game and 
witness the results unfold on the buildings. 
This could perhaps allow for audiences 
to be in teams and compete against one 

another. Alternatively, rather than having 
a group-based experience, users could 
perhaps upload content from their own 
devices onto the buildings. 

Content could range from programme 
reviews, to photographs that mimic a par-
ticular ITV programme. 

Whilst this concept does interest me, the 

scale of it seems too big for a final project. 
Although it’s possible to scale it back so 
that a few people could participate on a 
projected image, I don’t believe it would 
be as successful.

projection mapping and branding
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The second concept that I developed was 
an interactive table. Using NFC technology, 
when a particular object is placed onto 
the table, the graphics on screen would 
change to support that particular object. 

An interactive table such as this could be 
used in almost any situation and provide 
users with both relevant information, addi-
tional graphics and bonus visual material. 

The two environments where I see this 
concept being most successful is within a 
Museum or tourist information centre. For 
example, when a famous historic landmark 
is placed on the table, the screen will 
reveal facts, visuals and information on 
screen. 

The second concept is situated within a 
shopping/retail environment. Online shop-

ping has dramatically become the normal 
way of shopping for most people and 
consequently, highstreet shops and large 
retailers are suffering. An interactive table 
allows users to not only interact and find 
out more about the products a brand sells, 
but it also allows for a new experience 
between brand and consumer. 

I really like this simple interaction concept 

as it allows for a greater context back-
ground. As this concept proved to be more 
interesting and fairly do-able, I decided 
that this probably would be the concept I 
would concentrate on for my final project. 

interactive table
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research
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brands, tech and 
the changing face 
of retail.
During my research I came across an article 
in The Guardian that highlights how shopping 
and the face of retail is completely changing 
due to technology. 

However, it is not only shopping itself that’s 
changing - it’s the relationship itself that cus-
tomer has with a brand. 

The article from David Benady tells us that 
“rapid developments in technology are 
changing the game.” 

Modern day retailers have to make their 
good available via websites, apps as they run 
efficient e-commerce operations alongside 
their services. More importantly, these servies 
have to be devlivered to consumers doors. 

“Customers want a seamless shopping 
experience however they interact with a 
retailer.”

The explosion of technology is completely 
transforming the way we shop:
 - Lowest prices are easily found
 - Online reviews / comments / chat
 - Consumers will take to social  
 networking to combat brands that  
 fail.

The challenge of technology is both daunt-
ing and yet rewarding. Selling to customers 
across many different touchpoints can cause 
the brand to become “splintered and lose it’s 
consistency.”
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three new tech to 
make shopping 
more interactive.
Another article from Lisa Girard tells us how 
technology can and is making shopping 
much more interactive and the positive 
effects it can have. More importantly, Girard 
also highlights how important it is that tech-
nology doesn’t overpower the experience we 
are all used too. 

“The more technology, the more you must 
compensate for it with a human touch.”

Technology, for its own sake, can be technol-
ogy overkill. High tech and high touch tech-
nology is an exquisite balance of technology 
in service to the human experience of human 
sensuality.

Lisa Girard also highlights how technology 
shouldn’t just be present for the sake of it: 

“Any technology that helpes me be more 
efficient when I shop is a winner.”
 

visual greeters
A visual greeter is a projected holographic 
person that takes the place of an eomployee 
at a lower cost. Expert in retail, Rosas-Guyon, 
gives her opinion:

“Ultimately, we are social animals. Human 
interaction is still too important.

The short-term cost savings aren’t posisbly 
worth the loss of human interaction. Greeters 
are suppose to provide the ‘human touch’ - 
something technology can’t ever do. 

interactive mirrors 
In place of personal style advisors, interactive 
mirrors can help customers make fashion 
choices and generate additional sales. 

Shoppers stand in front of the mirror which 
then displays extra information or recom-
mended accessories (as well as their location 
in store.) When shoppers aren’t using the mir-
rors, retailers can advertise/promote various 
products/services to further generate sales. 

Rosas-Guyson believes this technology will 
be adapted quickly by larger stores as it 
encourages additional sales. 
 
She also asks if it’s perhaps too invasive, 
“the customers is standing in front of a mirror 
partially dressed and feeling vulnerable, 

and some hidden force is telling her to buy 
something? What else can this computer see 
about her?

touchscreens
Touchscreen are becoming a growing part of 
the shopping experience. Customers are able 
to see productsin their natural environment 
whilst also been able to compare products 
against one another. 

Other types of additional content is also 
accessible, from video advertisements to re-
views. Guyson believes “touch screens work 
best when a customer need to take in a lot 
of information. However, when given too 
much information, humans delay decision 
making to review the facts.”
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2014 tech trends 
every retailer should 
watch. 
CEA’s Chief Economist, Shawn Dubravac, 
tells us that the most impactful trend is the 
digestion of everything - empowered by the 
sensorisation of consumer technology.

Evolution is underway with sensors and their 
low prices - and as a result, they are now 
“wasted” in a host of devices and applica-
tions. For example, accelorometers are today  
built into your mobile device. 

Each of these sensors gather contextual data, 
an important element of the ‘sensorisation’ 
of customer tech. Today, technologically, 
everything around is measurable, everything 
around us can be turned into data. Harness-
ing the usefulness from data and implement-
ing its power into our daily lives is the next 
wave of application/innovation.   

“These trends will have a profound impact 
on the way we live, on the way we interact, 
and certainly the way we shop.”

We are starting to ‘sensorise’ and ultimately, 
digitise the retail experience. Tech companies 
are working on communication protocols that 
enable retailers to engage in new ways with 
consumers through their smartphones and 
mobile devices. 

Dubravac tells us that “we’re at a really inter-
esting point when it comes to the digitisation 
and sensorisation of everyday object.” The 
ways in which we experience things will 
forever be changed as information becomes 
more and more digitised. 

transparent lcd screens
Shoppers are still given a traditional experi-
ence of looking through windows, browsing 
shelves and aisles, but now the retailer has 
the ability to display additional information on 
that piece of glass.

  

third revolution
The third revolution is the ability to customise 
for customers - both product and experience.  
The retail environment is competitive, cus-
tomers have more choices than ever and can 
therefore easily shift purchase patterns and 
their preferred vendors.

 
Customers go online before making a 
purchase - they’re visiting, shopping and re-

searching all aspects of the purchase, not just 
the actual logisitics of picking out the product. 

This is great for retailers as they are given 
the opportunity to deliver a rich experience; 
each customer can receive a personalised 
shopping experience thanks to the infusion of 
digital information. 

“There’s a huge opportunity for retailers to 
remove friction from the shopping experi-
ence and to harness digitsed information 
to deliver the right product and the right 
experience at the right time.”
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Today, touch screens have become a 
normal feature of the everyday shopping 
experience. However, it wasn’t always that 
way and Vodafone were one of the first 
companies in the world to invest heavily 
into touchscreen devices for their stores 
to improve their communication outlets as 
well the the general customer experiences 
instore. 

Initially, these touchscreen devices were 
installed and trialled mostly in Ireland from 
2007 onwards. Working with The Hub, 
they began by redeveloping the Vodafone 
website and making it much more user 
friendly for both online visitors as well as 
for the customers who would be in store 
using the touchscreen kiosks to browse 
through their products and services. 

The Hub highlight that by understand-
ing the needs of the customer within a 
Vodafone store, they were abe to design, 
produce and install a state-of-the-art 
touchscreen kiosk. These enabled a fast 
and more accurate self-service medium 
for the customer whilst also containing the 
technology to analyse the way in which 
they were used. When provided with this 
data, Vodafone were able to alter their 

marketing strategies. The adoption of 
these kiosks worldwide has allowed users 
to not only create their very own tailored 
experience, but it has also increased the 
speed of a sale, meaning the consumer 
leaves not too long after they arrived whilst 
being happy with their new purchase. 

vodafone interactive kiosks
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On a recent trip to Paris, I found that I had 
come into contact with more touchscreen 
installations in the airport than anywhere 
else. 

The common use for these kiosks is 
to simply provide passengers with 
information on the airport - mostly for 
finding your way to your gate, the toilets, 
duty free or restaurants. Using these 

devices to point people in the right 
direction allow for companies to employ 
less people to work in the departures 
lounge saving them much more money 
and hopefully passing the savings onto 
customer tickets. 

The second most common reason for 
touchscreen devices within the airport are 
purely to keep passengers both happy 

and entertained. Flying with any company 
can be a stressful operation, and that’s 
not what they want. A good customer 
experience has the potiential to mean 
more custom. To try and keep passengers 
entertained, and take their minds off 
delayed or cancelled flights, interactive 
touchscreens are often installed to literally 
take the passenger out of the situation. 

And finally, touch screens are becoming 
more common in the check-in process 
when preparing to fly. Users are able to 
not only just check-in using these screens, 
they are also able to go through Passport 
and Border Controls using touch screen 
devices that take advtantage of facial-
recognition technology. Airports are 
truly investing technology to enhance 
passenger experiences. 

making airports more digital
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Working with Chaotic Moon Studios, Pizza 
Hut has developed a table from which 
customers are able to place orders, play 
games and more all from their very own 
table in the restaurant. 

Although it’s not yet a reality, Pizza Hut 
recently released a concept video teaser 
of how the table would work within the 
restaurant and how the table would 

work alongside the mobile devices of 
customers. 

As soon as diner sit down, they are able 
to start building their perfect pizza as they 
pick the size they want, the toppings used 
and where they should be placed on the 
pizza. 

Additionally, the table will also feature 

a countdown to inform diners on how 
long they have to wait for their food and 
a selection of games to play whilst they 
wait for their food to arrive. When it comes 
to paying for their DIY pizza, customers 
simply pay with their mobile device - as 
well as the traditional cash payment. 

It should be noted that the interactive table 
is still in its concept phase and there are 

no firm plans to roll them out. The idea of 
building your own pizza from the comfort 
of your own seat is a powerful one, but 
I feel the addition of having customers 
play games whilst they wait, somewhat, 
takes away from the dining experience. 
As soon as you’ve built your pizza, 
the tables should return to a standard 
table to encourage discussion between 
consumers. 

pizza hut digital tables
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An interactive touchscreen for any 
museum is an indispensable addition not 
just for the overall quality of the museum, 
but more importantly, for the experience of 
the visitor. 

On a recent visit to the Harry Potter 
Studios in London, I interacted with many 
touchscreen installations that not only 
allowed me to engage with the films and 

the books of Harry Potter much more, but 
it really allowed me to discover much more 
information about the films that I wouldn’t 
have otherwise been able to. 

There is only so much information a 
museum can share before it becomes too 
overpoweing, but at the studios, Warner 
Brothers have been successful in sharing 
extra information in a fun, interactive and 

visual way. Using objects and props from 
the films, fans are able to truly engage with 
the films and, if you like, work magic of 
their own. 

Touchscreens within museums is 
something that has become widely 
common - they allow for all ages to 
partipate further into the subject they’re 
sharing. Whether it’s re-living a war, 

discovering buried artefacts in a game 
or taking a virtual tour through Hogwarts, 
touch screen technology has become an 
essential tool when it comes to interacting 
with visitors. 

Even when it’s not used, the screens are 
able to advertise, display other info and 
play additional videos that still encourage 
a better experience for visitors. 

harry potter studios and museums
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In September 2012, the most 
technologically advanced high fashion 
store in Britain opened its doors. 121 
Regent Street in London is the biggest 
Burberry store in the world. 

Covering four floors, the flagship store is 
described as the place where “the digital 
world meets the physical” as it takes 
advantage of todays modern technology 
to completely change the shopping 
experience for customers. 

The building itself is a display of talented 
and incredible craftsmanship from many 
various fields of construction.  

“Behind all the craftsmanship you have 
miles and miles of cabling and technology, 
all hidden.”

The building itself is a standing 
contradiction as this historic and innovative 
space is enthused with real modernity and 
futuristic technology. 

In March of this year, I had the opportunity 
to visit 121 Regent street for myself and 
was given a private tour of the complete 
store, able to ask questions and even 
experiment with the technology that 
Burberry use in store. 

Not a keen shopper myself, I couldn’t 
comprehend as to why it didn’t feel like 
a shop - it didn’t. From when you enter 
to when you leave, you are taken on 
a tailored experience depending what 
you’re looking for - or even if you don’t 
know what you’re looking for. 

As soon as you enter, you are presented 
with a towering 22ft large screen that 
sits seamlessly on the floor between the 
beautifully-crafted stairs. The screen itself 
is not solely used to promote products and 
clothing - it has a much bigger purpose. 
Alongside the store are other tall screens 
that support the large 22ft screen - this is 
to make customers feel part of whatever is 
showing on screen. 

For example, when there’s a fashion show 
happening in the world, it is streamed 
across the store on all screens. However, 
these are streamed so the screen show 
models walking literally around the main 
shop floor walking amongst customers. 

Additionally, sticking to Burberry’s roots, 
a rain shower takes place every hour and 
takes over all the screens to promote the 
brand and its history. 

Theresa was my guide for the hour or so 
that I spent in the store as she showed 
me the range of digital features present in 
store and how they enhance the shopping 
experience for customers. 

The most unique thing about 121 Regent 
Street is that no cash is ever handled 
instore - there are no till registers.  Staff 
are only equipped with an iPad where 
customers are able to tailor their orders 
and pay online - items are then delivered 
to the customers’ door.

121 regent street
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The first digital feature of 121 Regent Street that 
Theresa was keen to show us were the named 
‘magic mirrors’. 

These large mirrors and screens are placed 
across the store and feature in every single 
fitting room. 

The first mirrors we came across are placed 
amongst the products of clothing themselves 
as well as the Burberry accessories. The top 
images on the left show how exactly these 
mirrors work. When a customer places an 
object, a bag for example, onto the podium 
beside the mirror, the graphics change to show 
extra images of that exact bag, production 
information, catwalk videos, videos of how it 
was made as well as much much more. 

Customers are not required to do anything nor 
are they expected to have any knowledge of 
technology as the screens and the rechnology 
do all the work automatically. Moreover, when 
there isn’t an item placed on the podium, the 
screen is able to advertise other products of 
fashion ranges seamlessly alongside the other 

screens surrounding the store. 

Showing me the fitting room magic mirrors, 
Theresa showed me how products can come 
to life on the screens as you try them on 
yourself. As soon as you take a product from 
the store into the fitting the rooms, the screen 
detect that product and change its graphics to 
show customers catwalks, outfit suggestions, 
how it’s tailored and much more on just that 
one product. It really gives customers much 
more of an insight into what they’re purchasing. 

The technology behind this isn’t new - but it 
is the first time it’s been used in the shopping 
environment. Each product is simply given 
an individual RFID tag which is registered to 
that particular product. When a user places a 
product on the podium or is near the magic 
mirrors, an RFID reader is able to detect the 
tag placed on the product and is therefore 
instructed to change its content. 

A simple signal detection has completely 
altered the way of shopping and how 
customers interact with products.

magic mirrors
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Technology is absolutely enthused into 
everything - as long as it has its advantages. 
The nail bar that we visited also used RFID 
technology to give customers a better insight 
into how the product can be used. 

Built into the bar is a fixed iPad with a podium 
above it which features five resting places for 
polishes. 

Firstly, the customer begins by swiping the 
iPad to select their nearest skin tone. As soon 
as a polish is placed on any of the bevels, the 
nails on the iPad are then instantly painted that 
colour to give customers a better idea of how it 
could look on their own hands. 

Although impressive enough, I then discovered 
that placing more than one nail polish on the 
podium will change that individual nail giving 
customers the opportunity to compare various 
colours and shades.

The bottom image shows the small RFID tag 
placed at the bottom of the nail polish. Again, 
this is a really simple way to enhance the 

experience of shoppers. Not only are Burberry 
saving money by not providing tester products, 
but customers are also gaining a faster service 
as they can instantly see how the product will 
look on them. 

This infusion of modern technology not 
only makes allows customers to gain more 
information on Burberry products, but they 
is no requirement for knowledge on how to 
use this technology - customers can simply 
experience it instantly and completely change 
their shopping experience. 

nail polish meets rfid
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121 Regent Street has become renowned for 
it digital experience in the shopping and retail 
environment. 

The interaction between customer and product 
has developed into much more which allows 
for a greater customer experience. Adding a 
digital quality to a product and witnessing how 
it’s made, how it can be worn and how it should 
be cared for, all by a magic mirror, give the 
product extra wealth and quality - it seems to 
increase its worth. 

Theresa was able to show me round and 
answer any questions I asked, and it was a 
great insight into how the retail landscape is 
completely changing. 

She then explained how the digital influence is 
completely changing the face of Burberry:

“For Burberry, this has become a real game 
changer in terms of competition and customer 
experience. Never before has a shop relevant 
for customers.”

the burberry experience
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Changing the shopping experience for 
customers is a risky decision - it either will work 
or it will fail completely. 

The Pumar Social Club in Prague, Czech 
Republic, is no ordinary Puma shop.  Designed 
by Edit! Architects, they have created a new 
experience where a store is also a social club 
and a cafe. The store is aimed towards young 
people who will perhaps discover Puma street 
wear products in an alternative way. 

Since the birth of the Internet, the high street 
has suffered a considerable amount. The 
question is what can the high street offer that 
the Internet is unable to? The answer - social. 

No matter how much we use the Internet, we 
still need human interaction, whether that’s 
through Sport, drinks or even talking, it’s things 
that the Internet is not able to provide. 

The Puma Social Club offers visitors and 
customers a sense of community as people are 
encouraged to ‘hang around’ have a few drinks 
and chat.

Meanwhile, through this customers are able to 
discuss the products in the store in a relaxed 
environment. The relationship between a 
brand and its consumer with regards to the 
Puma Store, has become so much more than a 
one-off purchase. 

Additionally, the store has been designed so 
that it can infact become a late night bar and 
club overnight with the pulley system Edit! 
Architects implemented within the buildings 
structure. Products are rasied to the cieling to 
provide the club space. The next morning, it 
returns to its daytime appearance. 

Both 121 Regent Street and Puma Social 
Club are both excellent examples of how the 
customer experience has been realised and 
has been dramatically redesigned. I believe 
that this is an interesting area to focus my final 
project. 

the puma social club 
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When it comes to the high streets of today’s 
towns and cities, it’s clear to see that many 
companies have failed to overcomb both the 
Internet shopping frenzy as well as the recession. 
None more than the music store. 

Gone are the days of Woolworths, Virgin 
Megastores and Zaavi, only HMV seem to remain 
- and even they almost recently went bust and 
had to close a certain amount of stores. 

Music stores are slowly disappearing from our 
high streets. The internet has become the go to 
place for our music and films. Illegal downloading 
has become the ‘norm’ for many Internet users 
and more recently, streaming services such as 
Spotify and LastFM have grown in popularity. 
These services allow users to listen to unlimited 
music tracks completely free, sponsered my 
adverts every few songs. 

Although we are turning towards the digital 
movement, it would be a great shame to lose 
the music store. More recently, vinyl records 
are making a come-back with artists and bands 
releasing new material on the old records. 
Is there a place for a music store in our town 
centres or is it too late to revive the music store?

During my research, I really needed to investigate 
into how the music scene is changing and how, 
as a consequence, the music stores are surviving. 
Here are a few statistics I found to be important in 
my research. 

the disappearing music stores

In 2008, CD sales totalled 
123 million. Today they have 

fallen 44% to 69.4 million
- London Evening Standard

30.5 million album downloads 
last year. Trebled from 2008.

- London Evening Standard

HMV are “the last man 
standing”.

-  say  high street competitors such as Woolworth and Saavi

- BBC News

“The pace of change in which 
we operate underlines the 

urgency with which we must 
continue to transform this 

business.”
-  Simon Fox, HMV Exectuive, BBC News
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what is the idea? 

The concept for my final project is to 
completely change the experience of instore 
shopping for music stores by integrating the 
worlds of online shopping with a physical to 
create a whole new customer experience. 

With the integration of modern technology, 
I aim to create an interactive table where 
customers of HMV stores are able to discover 
more information on that particular album, 
film, game or product. 

Using RFID tags and readers, when a CD is 
placed onto the table, the visuals that are 
projected onto the surface from beneath will 
reveal more information, play music content 
from the album, display other albums from 
that artist as well as list reviews from other 
customers that have purchased that album. 

Additionally, as well as finding out more 
about a particular album, users will be able 
to discover new music - through a genius 
suggestion. If two CDs are placed onto the 
table, the table will then suggest similar artists 
based on the those two CDs. 

Therefore, this allows customers to gain a 
completely different experience through 
discovering new music based on their current 
favourite albums or artists. 

why is it a good idea?

The RFID interactive table for HMV stores 
is suitable concept as it focuses on re-
designing the customer experience within a 
music store. 

The table can be simply used briefly to 
discover music, or they can be used by 
people who want to stay and discover more 
music in the relaxing and friendly space of 
HMV. What if HMV became a bar of a cafe? 
If customers could sit on stools around a 
table and discover, discuss and enjoy music 
together? 

Today, HMV is literally a storage shop, we’re 
thousands of CDs are sold. There is no 
interaction - only at the till. Customers should 
be able to throw themselves into the music 
they love - let them sample CDs and DVDs 
and encourage them to do discuss music in a 
music-driven environment. 

HMV could offer something that the internet 
cant - a chance to be social. Meeting with 
friends under the sounds of your favourite 
artists is an experience people would take 
again and again. Even if music tastes conflict, 
place both albums on the table, see what the 
interactive table can suggest for you both. 
Discover and discuss music together. 

who will use it?

Of course, the table would be designed to 
be user-friendly for people of all ages and 
music interests. However, I imagine younger 
customers been the common age bracket 
for using the table. Discovering new music 
and socialising with friends is something that 
could be achieved at HMV with an interactive 
table. 

However, the table isn’t solely just to 
socialise, customers may purely want to use 
the table to quickly sample an album they’re 
interested in. Therefore, I imagine older 
customers would very much take advantage 
of the technology in order to sample both 
CDs and DVDs as well as find out information 
on similar artists. 

It’s important to not assume that everyone 
has access to the internet or uses it on a 
regular basis; for some, the highstreet is still 
the place to purchase goods. 

However, more research will be needed to 
determine who exactly currently use HMV 
stores and how they could benefit from the 
use of an interactive table. 
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As I’m creating the brief myself for my final 
project, I really want to give it some context 
as well as grounding. Therefore, I believe if I 
focus my brief on a particular company such 
as HMV, I can generate a believable concept 
that I can imagine in the stores of HMV. 

I also believe as HMV are the last remaining 
music stores of the country, highlighting 
the need to change and enhance customer 
experience is key to creating a successful, 
lasting and powerful brand image and 
relationship. 

Of course, I aim to seek approval from HMV 
themselves in order to proceed with this 
project. It would be interesting to gain the 
thoughts and feedback from HMV themselves 
if they are willing to follow my project. 

It may be easy to assume that placing a 
cafe or a bar in any business or organisation 
will make the environment more sociable. 
However, I believe that this is not true for 
there are certain qualities that come with 
being social and shopping.

Music is the perfect environment to be 
sociable - it’s what we love. Whether we’re 
listening on our iPods or playing aloud in 
the car, we each appreciate our music and 
often force it upon other in hope that they’ll 
appreciate it as much as we do. We go to 
music gigs, we go to festivals, we buy music 
as gifts and more importantly, we create and 
remember memories through a particular 
song - ie. a wedding song. 

Music is a natural occurance, and so it talking 
- whether we’re having a drink, a quite chat or 
a heated debate - we all need to express our 
thoughts and opinions. Therefore, I believe 
music is the perfect place to be social - what 
other music could we discover if we spoke 
more about it with our friends? 

why hmv? more social?
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In order to present my concept and to fully 
explain what it is I aim to achieve, I decided to 
mock up some images of how an interactive 
table could be imagined within HMV stores. 

Developing my concept on SketchUp, I was 
able to successfully show how it would be 
possible to change the customer experience 
for a HMV customer. However, I didn’t 
particularly  highlight how the experience 
could completely change to become more of 
a social environment in these sketches. 

communicating my concept
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feedback

Your background research is very strong 
and extremely well presented. The entire 
concept is very thoroughly defined in every 
aspect. Your concept drawings are excellent. 
Generally this is very strong work. Just time 
to get it done now. Outstanding progress so 
far though.

Indicative mark - 1st

dr. stephen gibson - personal tutor
Now that sounds like an interesting and 
more unique project. Technically it is very 
doable.

You can do this with an Arduino and an RFID 
shield or external reader. You could also use 
simple USB reader. 

One thing to try and hook HMVs interest is 
that all this can be loggedand such data is of 
interest to them. They can even use the tags 
to track stock though the store. The tags 
can also be read by most phones with NFC 
capabilities that could also be another portal 
to them.

alistair macdonald 
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I then needed to research into the 
relationship between consumers and music 
stores. Do people still use music stores, 
how often do they visit and what are their 
alternatives?

To do this, I created an online survey on 
suverymonkey.com and posted on social 
media sites, emailed family relatives as well 
as family friends so that I would get a good 
age sample.

The questions I asked were fairly specific, 
from asking what are the advantages of 
shopping instore to how could stores be a 
more social environment. 

Altogether I received 24 responses 
from people of all different ages and the 
responses were fairly suprising to be honest. 
I already know that people have taken their 
music purchases to online shoping, but the 
general feeling was that people are sad that 
the music store is slowly disappearing, but 
ultimately it’s down to customer experience. 
When buying online, customers receive the 
music instantly or straight to their door. 

To view my online survey, 
use the links below:

surveymonkey.com/s/
JXYFCYN

“I no longer shop instore, 
instead I use services 
such as Spotify.”

40% of those asked 
never visit a music store. 

“Stores allow you to 
take in more content in a 
nicer environment where 
you can come aross 
something you might not 
have online.”

“It has to be about 
culture and more than 
just music. Music is an 
identity.”

“Make stores more 
social - real time 
recommendations.”

“Better listening 
experiences - chill out 
areas where you can 
sample music.”

“Stores need to have 
curation and community. 
Thinking about the user 
journey as they visit the 
store to really create 
something that can’t be 
done online.”

“Digital screens where 
you can select an artist/
genre of music that will 
give you all the records 
and prices available.”

“Integrate buying a CD 
with an MP3 download.”

“Technology could 
provide a similar service 
to the Genius feature on 
iTunes.”

primary research
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“It has to be tactile and real. It has to be about 
packaging. It has to be about live performances. It has 
to be about culture and more than just music. Music 
isn’t just music anymore - to a lot of people it’s their 
life...their identity. It’s who they are.  
 
A store needs to be more than music.”
- Response from primary research
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‘Memico’ is a project that I came across 
last year from a recent graduate of the 
same programmes. Ryan Coupe based 
focused his project on creating digital 
photo albums that can still be accessed 
easily and are tangible. 

On Ryan’s website, he says “Memico puts 
your pictures together with music to create 
a multimedia experience, linking songs to 

specific memories in the same way that we 
associate certain events with sounds.”

He highlights how technology has made 
it easy to capture memories, but it’s also 
made it much easier to discard them. 
Memico uses RFID cards to trigger 
individual photo albums based on specific 
events etc.  
 

When a digital album card is placed into 
the stand, the reader will then recognise 
that card and will alert the computer to 
show the relevant images along with the 
selected music that is associated with that 
event. 

Using the potentiometer users are able to 
browse through the digital album at their 
own leisure, giving them complete control 

- like they would if they were holding 
actual photographs. As Ryan’s project was 
similar to my own, I decided to get in touch 
with him and see if he could give me any 
advice. 

Ryan was an incredible help and still 
continues to support my project. A big 
thanks to him for his help.
Visit: www.ryancoupe.co.uk

using rfid - memico
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Design studio, IDEO, have brought a 
modern twist to the cassete and mixtapes 
we all once knew. 

Built using Arduino and RFID tags, the 
built device focuses on the idea of being 
able to create your own mixtape playlist 
with tangible cassete-designed cards to 
represent the tracks. 

Each card is fitted with two RFID cards, 
one of either side that is registered with 
two separate songs. When placed on the 
turntable, the arduino will recognise that 
card and the RFID tag and will play to 
related song. When the card is turned over, 
it will then play the other song - much like 
the B - Side of the standard cassetes we 
used all use and love. 

However, that is not the sole aim of the 
project, when more than one cassete is 
placed onto the turntable, it will create 
a mixtape and will play each song in a 
clockwise direction.

The project takes the concept of playlists 
and brings it back in time to the mixtape 
era whist adapting it with modern 
technology. Again, this is a really similar 

concept to my own, except I will also 
be concentrating on how a genius-like 
suggestion could be made based on the 
two songs you have selected - so that 
users have the opportunity to discover 
new music.  

ideo turntable
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Reactable is the first project that I’ve come 
across that not only allows you to control 
what sounds are played through NFC 
technology, but it is also the first project 
that allows users to control and calter the 
sounds made by changing its structure 
completely depending on where the table 
is placed. 

The Reactable itself is seen as an inovative 

electronic musical instrument where 
anyone is able to create music, experiment 
with sound, change its form and be 
creative in a truly engaging and visually 
appealing way. 

The table itself consists of a tangible 
interface where users control the sounds 
and visuals produced by manipulating the 
objects on the table.  Users are able to 

connect these objects together, twist them, 
turn them over to control elements to 
create a unique composition. 

The graphics on the table all react to 
the sounds made and the location of the 
objects resting on it. 

This truly is a modern instrument in which 
users are not required to know how to play 

- they are able to discover and explore as 
they manipulate the objects. 

Although the concept is not the same, 
the technology is very much in the same 
bracket as my concept. 

Reactable also highlights the importance 
of graphics to accompany both the sounds 
produced and the manipulation of objects.

reactable
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Following the similar style of using NFC to 
connect and acces your media, a designer 
from Paris, Ismail Salhi, noticed the issue 
of trying to access and play your favourite 
tunes. 

The lengthy and tedious process of 
looking for your files, plugging the 
necessary cables in, launching apps to 
navigate to that one thing you want is 

something that he realised wasn’t the most  
efficient way of playing something you 
love. Therefore, he designed Qleek, which 
feature hexagonal wooden discs that act 
as ‘keys’ so that you can instantly access 
and play your music, photos, videos or 
even Spotify playlists simply buy placing 
them on the supplied stage. 

Again, like the other projects I’ve 

researched into, these wooden discs, 
names Tapps, don’t actually hold the data 
themselves, they simply consist of an RFID 
,or similar NFC device, that points to the 
player.  

Tapps are printed with the album artwork 
or a cover photo depending on the 
content they link to. These Tapps are easy 
to store, and have even been turned into 

wall art to highlight the aesthetics of the 
design.

This project is a prime example of design 
both aesthetically and digitally bridging the 
gap between the physical and the digital. 

qleek
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contacting hmv

Before I began designing and making my 
project happen, I needed to get in touch with 
HMV to see if it would be acceptable to use 
their name and branding within my designs. 
As I mentioned earlier, I believe that treating 
my brief as though it was for a client, HMV, 
would give it context and make it much more 
believable. 

I initially took to posting a letter to the HMV 
offices in London, but unfortunately, I never 
heard anything back. Therefore I took to 
Twitter and decided to Tweet and message 
the Newcastle store account. 

I instantly got a response and they were very 
kind in letting me visit the store and conduct 
a short interview with the store manager as 
well as to gain feedback from my concept. 
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As I previously mentioned, I was able to meet 
with the HMV Newcastle store manager, Andy 
Pritchard to ask him questions about the 
future of music stores and the future of HMV 
on the highstreet. 

Andy was a really friendly guy and made me 
feel welcome as he took me to the managers 
office to discuss more about my project. Andy 
has been working for HMV for over eighteen 
year and has been directing the Newcastle 
store for a year now. 

We first began by discussing how music 
stores have changed in the last few years, 
and he instantly tells me that it is having 
an effect on the store, as well as how they 
operate. However, he also points out that 
although it’s bad, it’s not a been a dramatic hit 
for his store at least. 

The biggest thing that has changed is the 
type of customers that use HMV stores. For 
the majority of the time he says it’s usually 
middle-aged men that are their prime 
customers for music. Young customers mostly 
concern themselves with the memorabilia 
and the products that the stores sell - such 
as headphones. For the store, the busiest 
period of the year is obviously the festive 
period, where HMV supply thousands of gifts 
to thousands of people - he insists that these 

mostly consist of eldery women seeking out 
the right gift for their relatives. 

This might seem like a bad situation for HMV, 
but Andy assures me that they’ve been 
aware of this for years and he explains how 
the music scene is completely changing itself.  
He knows  that he can’t compete perhaps in 
music sales instantly, but HMV can offer many 
things that the Internet can’t - live music. 
HMV Newcastle have had hundreds of guest 
appearances, signings and gigs right in the 
middle of the store with hundreds of people 
queuing outside to get in. He mentions how 
they had 400 screaming girls within a couple 
of hours coming to see a popular boyband.

As well as HMV trying to shift the customer 
experience to accomodate for Internet music 
services, Andy explains how it’s also down 
the the music companies and record labels 
to modernise with the times. Whilst they offer 
they’re music on services such as Spotify, 
they still insist on relying on CD sales in 
stores. He mentions ‘Disney’ as an example 
of a company responding to technical 
change. Disney now provide customers with 
a digital copy of a film when they purchase 
a certain DVD - he believes customers want 
the best of both worlds, “We always want to 
own a physical thing, especially when we pay 
money for it.” 

Andy recognises that technology is changing 
the music landscape dramatically and 
believes that HMV can work successfully 
alongside it. He informs me of a mobile 
phone app that HMV have recently launched 
where users can download anything 
they want - similar to the iTunes service. 
Unfortunately, this got rejected from the iOS 
App store for that very reason. However, it is 
successfully operating on Android devices. 

In Canada, Andrew tells me HMV have 
launched their own streaming service to co-
incide with their Pure HMV loyalty scheme 
whilst taking on other services such as 
Spotify and iTunes Radio. 

Another interesting point that was raised was 
the growing popularity of the vinyl record 
and how it seems to be making a comeback. 
Artists today are releasing their albums on 
vinyl, and customers are seriously investing 
their money into them - people like to have 
something for their money. 

Explaining my concept to Andy, he seems 
really interested in the interaction betweek 
customer and HMV. He highlights that even if 
people don’t know what it is, they’ll still want 
to try and interact with it to discover more. 
Saying he can definitely visualise it, Andy 
believes that there is a place for music and 

social to combine and meet one another. 
People also like to know things that other 
people don’t, so having a discovery section 
where people can explore new music based 
on their current tastes is a great feature. 

Showing Andy sketches of my concept, he 
really seems optimistic about its role within 
HMV if it were real. He also points out how 
technology has slightly gone backwards in 
HMV. Stores used to feature headphones/
jukeboxes where customers could go and 
listen/discover music at their own leisure. 
They are no longer in operation, and believes 
that his id due to the lack of social activity. 
Although we often like to listen to music on 
our own, we don’t need to visit a store to 
do so - music should be talked about and 
shared. 

It was a great opportunity to speak to Andy 
about HMV and my concept. He seemed 
really excited about the outcome of my 
project and requested I keep in touch and 
keep him updated throughout the project and 
when it’s completed so he can come and see 
it for himself. 

Finding out this information really did 
contribute towards the direction of my project 
- the power of music is within the social 
aspect of it. 

andy pritchard - hmv newcastle
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Speaking with the HMV Newcastle 
managerand through the primary research I 
carried out myself, I gained a pretty decent 
idea of the users of HMV and why they still 
use the store - it also gave me an insight into 
the people that no longer step foot into HMV 
and their reasons for not doing so. 

Therefore, it would be a good idea to create 
personas that I could bare in mind when 
creating and developing my concept further. 
In most situations it’s perhaps always best to 
recognise the worst situation and the best 
situation that could take place, as well as 
perhaps a more natural one. I decided that 
working alongside three separate personas 
of different ages, different music tastes and 
completely different lifestyles would be the 
best idea in developing my concept further.

visualising personas
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As I am only producing a prototype, I am 
not expected to create software for my 
interactive table, in fact, I will be creating 
videos that will work alongside the RFID tags 
and reader and will display when a particular 
RFID tag is read. 

When two CDs, for example, are placed 
onto the table, the computer will then point 
to another video which has been purposely 
created for those two CD’s. 

I think that if I am able to create visually 
striking and professional videos, then my 
prototype will look nicely polished and will 
work smoothly without any glitches. 

To show how the table will operate visually, I 
created a really basic system architecture that 
pin points what will happen when each object 
is placed onto the table. 

how it will work
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be social

HMV customers will be invited to a new social 
environment, where they can learn more 
about the artists or films they love, discover 
those they don’t know and more important, 
talk with friends. 

fullscreen

If you are taking advantage of the social 
space within HMV and have placed an item 
on the table, we know you’re not there to 
read, not for too long anyway. That’s why 
music will not be previews, but full tracks in 
fullscreen. 

live gigs

We can’t always see the bands we love live 
in concert, but what if the HMV interactive 
table were able to stream live gigs straight to 
its stores and directly to the customers who 
want to see it?

local artists

HMV are focusing more and more on local 
artists, and therefore so should the table. 
Through CD mixes and recommendations, 
customers could find themselves listening to 
local bands and artists.

key features

As I developed my concept further, I want-
ed to make sure that I could show the main 
features easily and instantly so people would 
know the reason behind the interactive table 
and the benefits of having it. 

To the right are a selection of some of the key 
features that I believe make the HMV inter-
active table really interesting and different to 
other touch screen tables.
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working with rfid
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A friend that had previously used an RFID 
reader kindly passed theirs onto me for this 
project, which saved me a bit of money, they 
cost around £20. 

The first task I needed to do was to register 
the 6 RFID tags that I had bought online for 
£0.99. I chose the card RFIDs as they’re much 
bigger than the disc tags - that way, there is a 
better chance of a CD getting read from the 
reader. The idea is to have each card fixed 
within the packaging of a cd and a DVD.

Using coding from the Arduino libraries, I was 
able to register each of the six cards and find 
out their individual ID tag. These tags are 
important as it is the only thing that identifies 
each tag as being different. 

registering rfid tags
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Now that I had the cards registered, I decided 
that I would see if I could trigger something 
to happen as a result of the reader reading 
an RFID tag.  I saw this as an important 
interaction as in my concept, each card will 
trigger a particular video. 

A tutorial I found online is a simple Arduino 
code that simply lights up LEDs when a 
certain RFID card is read. 

However, the interesting piece of the coding 
is how it is possible to give each RFID tag 
a ‘nickname’ character to make it easier to 
incorporate it into the full sketch. The screen 
shot below shows how this is made possible. 

The coding on the right shows how 
when each tag is read, it will light up the 
corresponding LED light in the breadboard. 

Luckily, I had no problems in making the 
RFID’s control a third party object that is used 
with Arduino itself. 

testing with lights
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Confident in that I knew how to tackle the 
coding, I decided to see if I could play certain 
videos using each card. As the previous 
arduino code simply showed a number in the 
serial port when lighting up an LED, I kept 
that coding and took to Processing to make a 
video play when a number is displayed in the 
Serial port of arduino.

Luckily the year before I used Processing 
to trigger certain videos when an Ultrasonic 
range finder fed distances to the Serial 
Port. These short movies showed coloured 
Instagram photos appearing on screen. 

As each card already had a number assigned 
to it, I just had to make sure I knew which one 
was which when it is read. 

“if(val==’1’){
oneMovie.play();
}”

This piece of coding tells Processing which 
video it should play when a number is printed 
in the Serial port. 

It worked, I had managed to trigger videos 
using all of my RFID tags.

playing movies
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Although all the videos would play went 
triggered with each RFID tag, they would only 
play once. I couldn’t trigger the same video 
again once it had already played.  

Luckily, I had met with coding expert, Alistair 
Macdonald and he was able to explain why 
this was happening. 

In my coding, above, I had designed the 
sketch to draw each video infront of the other 
- this meant that the videos would only play 
in order from 1 -4 and wouldn’t return to play 
any of the others as the other video would be 
overlayed on top. 

The easiest solution that Alistair suggested 
was to make just one image sketch that each 
video would become. That way, no video 
would overlap one another. 

In the coding you can see that I instruct 
Processing that mainMovie is equal to 
oneMovie when a value is read from the 
serial port. 

problem: videos only play in order

the solution

rfid and arduino setup
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Now the coding was correctly playing the 
correct video whenever it is triggered, it 
would then only play each video for a few 
seconds and then play it again in a constant 
loop. 

To solve this, we basically had to tell the 
reader that if the last played video has the 
same value as the current value that is being 
read then it should keep the same value and 
not interupt the video. 

This worked perfectly and each video would 
play for as long as it was reading an RFID 
card.

problem: videos only play for 2 seconds

the solution

When nothing is being read from the reader, 
I need a video that would loop constantly 
until something is placed onto the table. 
This would display either the branding, 
advertisements or instructions on how to use 
the interactive table. All we had to do was 
add another value of ‘0’. 

When the value is ‘0’, the corresponding 
video would continuously loop until anyone 
places anything on the table. 

having a default video

Within the code, there are a quite few videos 
that Processing has to load up once a 
particular card is placed over the reader. This 
was completely destroying my computer as it 
was clear that processing couldn’t handle to 
huge memory. Therefore, I copied the code 
from an old processing code I had used that 
pre-loads each of the videos making it easier 
for the videos to be quickly accessed. 

breaking my computer
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Now I successfully had one RFID reader 
working and triggering the correct videos, I 
quickly created some album artwork videos 
that featured an album and had the album 
songs playing in the background. The above 
are screen shots from the first prototype 
that I had created. I later presented this at a 
group meeting along with my tutor to show 
my progress. Although I was very happy it 
was working, I now needed to make two RFID 
readers work together to read two RFID cards 
to allow the CD mix feature to work. 

first prototype

To view the  video of my 
first prototype, scan here

vimeo.com/91794782
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The next challenge was to add a second 
RFID reader so that it could read two CDs at 
once. 

This wasn’t an easy challenge and luckily, 
Alistair really helped make my coding work 
as I did struggle a fair bit. It was a lengthy 
process and I really appreciate the help that 
Alistair was able to give me in order to make 
it work successfully. 

Using the serial library, I was able to use the 
code to determine which reader was reading 
which card. 

RFID 1 = tag number 
RFID 2 = tag number

adding a second rfid reader

Firstly, I was unable to get both readers 
working at the same time, fortunately this was 
due to the cables I was using. New cables 
solved this. 

Secondly, the information in the serial port 
wasn’t information we could really use in 
Processing easily, therefore we changed how 
it would output the two read RFID tags. 

two problems

It didn’t matter which reader was reading 
which card as both cards would trigger the 
same ‘mix’ video regardless of how they were 
read. 

Therefore Alistair was able to help make the 
code appear on one single line separated 
by a comma. Alistair explained that the cards 
would then add the digit ‘10’ to the end of 
each card to tell processing that it has read 
the end of that individual card tag. 

making the cards easier to read
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Now all the coding should be finalised and 
working, there was still an issue; the coding in 
processing would not process the card tags 
correctly, it would jumble numbers randomly 
and therefore, video’s would not play. 

When using one RFID reader, I was required 
to place a wire into the 13 pin directly into 
the Arduino board - this was solely down to 
the tutorial I was following. The same had to 
be done with two RFID readers and Alistair 
suggested using pins 11 and 12. When these 
were connected, both readers worked 
together perfectly. 

extra wires

before after
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For some perculiar reason that myself and 
Alistair could not understand, when there isn’t 
card being read from either of the readers, 
instead of showing 0 in the serial port, 
Arduino started to show 255 instead. 

Unable to figure out why, Alistair suggesed 
that we just change Processing to recognise 
255 as 0. 

I thought it would make sense to highlight 
the relevant sections that I have been able 
to alter depending on what content I need to 
be played when a card is show. The following 
also highlight what Processing should do for 
each card.

Below shows the loading lists for all of the 
movies that are needed in the prototype.

To make the Processing sketch as fast as 
possible, all twelve movies needed to loaded 
as soon as the sketch started, this makes the 
whole experience instant. 

255 = 0

processing

The screenshot below shows what Processing 
should do when a card it read. The ‘if’ statement 
says if either reader reads the two statements, 
then it should play twoMovies as the mainMovie.
“ 255, [card number]” - OR - “[card number], 255”
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final processing code

import processing.video.*;
import processing.serial.*;
Serial myPort;
int val;
int lastPlayed = 0;
int lastRead = millis();
String lastRawString = “”;
Movie mainMovie,oneMovie,twoMovie,threeMovie,fourMovie,
fiveMovie,sixMovie,sevenMovie,eightMovie,nineMovie,
tenMovie,elevenMovie;
void setup() {
size(displayWidth, displayHeight);

mainMovie = new Movie(this, “”);
oneMovie = new Movie(this, “home.mp4”); 
twoMovie = new Movie(this, “haim.mp4”);
threeMovie = new Movie(this, “beyonce.mp4”);
fourMovie = new Movie(this, “arcticmonkeys.mp4”);
fiveMovie = new Movie(this, “purehmv.mp4”);
sixMovie = new Movie(this, “beyonce_haim.mp4”);
sevenMovie = new Movie(this, “beyonce_monkeys.mp4”);
eightMovie = new Movie(this, “arcticmonkeys_haim.mp4”);
nineMovie = new Movie(this, “xmen.mp4”);
tenMovie = new Movie(this, “hungergames.mp4”);
elevenMovie = new Movie(this, “xmen_hungergames.mp4”);

myPort = new Serial(this, “/dev/tty.usbmodem1421”, 9600);
}

void draw() {
   background(0); //Make the background BLACK
//image(oneMovie, 0, 0);
//image(twoMovie, 0, 0);
//image(threeMovie, 0, 0);
//image(fourMovie, 0, 0);
image(mainMovie, 0, 0);

while (myPort.available() > 0) {
//    String rawString = myPort.readBytesUntil(‘\n’);

    // Hack start
    String rawString;
    byte rawBytes[] = myPort.readBytesUntil(‘\n’);
    if (rawBytes!=null) {
      rawString = new String(rawBytes);
    }
    else {
      rawString = null;
    }
    // Hack end

    if ( (rawString != null) && (!lastRawString.equals(rawString))) {
      lastRawString = rawString;
      String trimmedString = trim(rawString);
      
      println(trimmedString);
      
      // Home Screen - What users will see before placing an item on the CD
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“255,255”)) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = oneMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }

      // CARD 1 - HAIM 
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575166665370691310,255”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“255,5357484850575166665370691310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = twoMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }
      
            // CARD 2 - BEYONCE
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575151666970681310,255”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“255,5357484850575151666970681310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = threeMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }
      
            // CARD 3 - ARCTIC MONKEYS
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575166706966531310,255”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“255,5357484850575166706966531310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = fourMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }
      
           // CARD 4 - XMEN 
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484851504866525450541310,255”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“255,5357484851504866525450541310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = nineMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }
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 // CARD 5 - HUNGERGAMES
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575465575656501310,255”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“255,5357484850575465575656501310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = tenMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }
      
            // CARD 6 - MY MIX
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575453705169541310,255”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“255,5357484850575453705169541310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = fiveMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }

// MIX - WHEN TWO ARE PLACED ON THE TABLE
      //BEYONCE & HAIM
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575166665370691310,5357484850575151666970681310”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575151666970681310,5357484850575166665370691310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = sixMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }
      
      // BEYONCE & ARCTIC MONKEYS
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575151666970681310,5357484850575166706966531310”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575166706966531310,5357484850575151666970681310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = sevenMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }

// HAIM & ARCTIC MONKEYS
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575166665370691310,5357484850575166706966531310”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575166706966531310,5357484850575166665370691310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = eightMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }
      
      // TWO DVDS2
     if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484851504866525450541310,5357484850575465575656501310”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“5357484850575465575656501310,5357484851504866525450541310”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = elevenMovie;

        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }

/*
      if ( ( trimmedString.equals(“xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy”) ) ||
           ( trimmedString.equals(“xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy”) ) ) {
        mainMovie.stop();
        mainMovie = xxxxMovie;
        mainMovie.jump(0);
        mainMovie.loop();
      }
*/

    }
  }
}

void movieEvent(Movie m) {
m.read();
}

//make fullscreen
boolean sketchFullScreen() {
  return true;
}
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building a table
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I have no experience in wood work at all, and 
luckily I had the help of a family member to 
help me build a presentable table. However, 
I still needed to make sure that I had the right 
measurements for it to work. 

The size of the screen depends on high 
the table as the further it is away from the 
projecor, the bigger it gets. Therefore, I had 
to decide on the perfect size image and 
measure the distance from the wall to the 
bottom of the projector, and this would be the 
height of the table - this would also affect the 
width. 

Not only that, but I then needed to take into 
account the size of the projector and the 
cables that would be attatched - all would 
add extra height. 

The sketch to the right shows the 
measurements I needed along with a bracket 
to case the projector in. 

the relationship with a projector
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As soon as I began developing my idea, it 
soon became clear that I wouldn’t be able to 
have a stage to place the CDs and DVDs in 
the middle of the screen. Firstly, having the 
structural support in the centre of the acrylic 
surface would not be enough to securely 
hold it in place. 

Additionally, as I’m uasing a projector, cables 
coming from a centre stage to the bottom 
would have cast shadows onto the display.

As it wasn’t viable, it made logical sense to 
have the stage as part of the framing of the 
screen. I then needed to figure out how I 
would fix the plastic into the wood to form the 
screen. 

As well as the transparent acrylic, I also 
needed to bare in mind that I would need to 
purchase ‘rear-projection screen material’ so 
that I could successfully project my graphics 
onto the suface of the table. Having a solid 
plastic surface on top of it would make it a 
stronger table, as well as a surface to place 
objects such as drinks on top of it. 
 

change in design
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To create a study surface, I needed to 
make sure that the plastic acrylic would be 
securely held in place. Therefore, we decided 
that adding a border of 3 inches would be 
sufficient enough. Like in my original sketches  
the stage for the CDs would branch out from 
the border and underneath, the arduino and 
RFID readers would sit. 

The measurements for both the plastic and 
the rear-projection screen matieral that I still 
need to purchase are also sketched to the 
right. 

top measurements
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Wood can be fairly expensive and therefore 
the cheapest option was to go with MDF for 
the structure of the table. Not only that, but 
MDF is also a lot easier to finish with either 
paint and staining if required. 

I’d be lying if I said that I had built the table 
with my own hands. My uncle kindly spared 
his time to help me put it together. 

As it needed to be transported back to 
Newcastle from my home city, we needed to 
come with a method of making it possible to 
be ‘flattened’ so that i could fit easily in the 
boot. 

The solution we came up with was to have 
separate wooden beams that would hold 
the corners of two panels together in all 
four corners. This allowed it to be extremely 
sturdy whilst making it easy to take down and 
put up again. 

In my early sketches and measurements, I 
had failed to measure the correct size for the 
stage. The obvious way to figure this out was 
to play two CDs into the centre and to design 
a stage big enough that could hold two CDs 
a fair distance apart from another so that the 
readers could pick them both up at the same 
time. 

My uncle, went to the extra length of 
rounding the corner edges to make it look 
more aestetically pleasing - which it did.  

the structure of the table

creating the stage
Getting hold of transparent arcylic of around 
4mm was a difficult task back home. Luckily I 
found a company that had some at hand and 
could cut me a piece straight away. 

More expensive than wood, the plastic 
proved to be heavy on the wallet. Cut to 
three inches less than the table, the plastic 
would be sandwiched between the wooden 
top and a wooden bottom to keep it secure. 

finding the plastic
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Here is the final structure of the table - the 
screen fits nicely into the base and the plastic 
acrylic is sandwiched between two pieces of 
wood so that it is secure. 

After creating the structure, the next job was 
to add the small details that would help it 
work. 

the final structure
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As the Arduino and RFID sensors need to be 
sat right under the surface so that they can 
read the RFID cards, I decieded that rather 
than creating another box, a shelving unit 
would be the best idea. 

Taking into account how far the lid comes 
down as well as the measurements of the 
arduino and sensors, placing the shelving 
unit lower than it needed to be seem to 
make more sense as I could always layer the 
sensors up by putting object for it to sit on.

Furthermore, I also had to make sure that the 
shelving unit was not bigger than the stage 
on the surface, otherwsie it would cast a 
shadow if it obstructed the projected image. 

Luckily, the shelving unit works perfectly and 
provides plenty of room for both the arduino 
and the RFID sensors as well as the cables 
running between then. 

housing the arduino and sensors
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The biggest issue that I thought could 
perhaps ruin the whole project was the 
projector. Until recently, I had always planned 
to create a bracket for the projector and have 
it pointing upwards directly to the table’s 
surface. However, I later discovered that 
projector can’t be pointed upwards as it can 
ruin them and potentially cause fire due to 
the rising heat and the fan. 

Projectors are built with heat in mind and 
therefore have a fan with airvents to move 
the air through to cool the machine constantly 
so it doesn’t over heat. I had to rethink it all 
over. 

problem: the projector

Looking for answers, I found many forums 
that said about using a mirror to project 
my graphics upwards. This seemed like 
a simple solution, but I knew that I would 
have the get the measurements spot on so 
that it projected in the right direction. I first 
tested this with my housemates full length 
mirror and  it seemed to work brilliantly. With 
the purchase of smaller mirrors from IKEA, I 
screwed a small wood piece to the bottom 
for the mirror to rest against, this would mean 
that everytime I put the mirror in, it would 
be at the right angle against the back of the 
table.

the solution
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Housed within the table will be a projector 
and a computer. These pieces of equipment 
will and do get very hot when they’re in 
operation. 

Therefore, I needed to create some 
ventilation holes at the back so that it would 
be easier for cool air to enter inside the box.

Additionally, I made a bigger hole so that the 
cables would be able to seamless connect 
everything together. 

making it breathe
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Now that I had finished building the table, I 
needed it to look more presentable and work 
with the HMV style. 

I couldn’t choose between painting it white 
or black. Black seemed more appropriate 
because it would fit in with HMV’s identity, but 
white seemed like the best option as it would 
be showcased at the design exhibition in a 
few months. 

I gave it a few coats of white paint, and 
then later got a laser cut of my established 
branding, which I will run through soon, and 
spray painted it to the box to give it more of a 
‘HMV look’. 

finishing
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the screen
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As the table uses rear-projection to display 
the visuals onto the surface, I needed to buy 
some rear-projection material. These are 
slowly becoming more and more common 
- we can see highstreet windows where 
images and visuals are projected onto an 
adhesive material that sticks to the window. It 
is this material that I need so that I can get the 
best quality image but at a decent price.

The first company I came across did not 
get my hopes up, the cheapest price for 
their cheapest product was over £200 for 
my measurements, things started to look 
doubtful. 

looking for material

After a few weeks of not being able to locate 
suitable material at a reasonable price, I 
eventually came across a local company in 
Newcastle and their website. 

I instantly emailed them my project idea 
and told them what I would require. They 
were really informative and supportive and 
even sent me out some free samples to try. 
Moreover, the quote I received from them 
was just under £60 - a lot less than some of 
the quotes I had received. 

promising
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After testing the small samples, I went ahead 
and order the material and a few days later, it 
arrived. 

I was really happy with the product, it 
produced an even light coverage and a great 
viewing angle meaning that quality wasn’t lost 
from any angle that you might be looking at 
it from. 

I then needed to fix it onto the acrylic. 

testing
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Cutting the material down to size, I decided 
that the best way to fix it to the acrylic was to 
sandwich it between the acrylic itself and the 
bottom layer of wood. 

I therefore took the table ‘lid’ apart and fixed 
the material in place as tightly as possible. 
Screwing the nails back in wasn’t a problem 
and it worked perfectly in securing the 
material to the plastic. Luckily, I even had 
excess material incase something went 
wrong. Above is the final table surface.

applying the material
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the visuals
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As I was now concentrating on the visuals of 
my interactive table, I began by looking into 
the visual style of HMV, how they promote 
themselves and the overall feel of their 
idendity. 

I first began by looking at a few advertising 
campaigns as well as the logo in general. It 
soon became clear that pink and black were 
the prominent colours used across a range of 
different media. 

I also looked at the HMV digital app that Andy 
informed me about. Although it did feature 
the pink alongside a dark background, white 
was also heavily used which isn’t that unusual 
for HMV - of course, the pink was the primary 
colour that made everything look ‘HMV’. 

the hmv look
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hmv branding scan
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Over the years the HMV website has been 
through many changes; however, when I 
discovered their new designs and layouts, 
it really made sense what Andy was saying 
when I interviewed him. 

HMV are adapting to how we experience 
music. Not so long ago if you visited the 
HMV website, you would have been 
bombarded with sales, offers and special 

discounts. Now, it has completely been 
stripped back and all we see is the music 
- not the music we buy, but the music we 
listen to. 

The homepage has a beautiful slider that 
doesn’t try and sell us products, it informs 
visitors or artists and their music. We 
are able to read on the latest news and 
interviews on the people we really love.

Further into the website we are not 
presented with a regular layout, we are 
given a tiled structure in which we can 
hover over them and explore more. 

Although it may just be a website, for HMV 
it is a window into their world and it shows 
how they are adapting to the changes in 
music. Once we would have gone to their 
website to buy the latest album - now, 

we visit the website to find out the latest 
interviews on an artists album. This is 
content that users will not be able to get 
anywhere else, only the HMV site. 

I really like the idea of using tiles to display 
content, it gives us the impression that 
they won’t be around for long and that 
content is forever being added or updated 
- very much like the Windows Metro look. 

the hmv look
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One thing I hadn’t really thought about was 
the name of the table. I didn’t really have any 
ideas what the name it, and the only names I 
did keep suggesting were literal ones, such 
as: ‘HMV Table’.

Therefore, as I always do, I thought producing 
a mind map would be the best option in order 
to see if I could think up any more names that 
really reflect the table, what it does and the 
benefits of using it. 

a name
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hmv mix.
The name that I felt best reflected the 
concept of the interactive table and its 
purpose was HMV Mix.

Not only are users able to mix CDs and DVD’s 
together in order to discover new music and 
films, but the table also heavily concentrates 
on socialising - mixing with friends. 

I decided that adding HMV before ‘mix’ would 
allow for consumers to recognise the brand 
within the experience - it becomes an integral 
part to the HMV space.

Not only could the ‘Mix’ be the name for the 
table itself, but also for the space that it’s held 
in; if HMV did become a social space where 
customers could relax, drink and socialise 
with friends, the whole experience could be 
called HMV Mix.
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I could have easily applied the existing HMV 
typeface to the word Mix and left it there, but 
I didn’t want it to be that easy. If it’s a new 
experience that I’m wanting to establish, then 
I really need a logo and brand that reflects 
that experience. 

Therefore, I began sketching my ideas by 
concentrating on the ‘x’. I felt that there was a 
lot that I could do with that particular letter to 
create an exciting identity.

creating a look
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The first logo that I decided on developed 
from the idea of handwriting and how each 
letter would join up with one another. Keeping 
the HMV typeface similar, the joining of letters 
could be interpreted as the flow of music, and 
more importantly, the flow of conversation. 
For me it was this logo that was the strongest, 
and one that I believe could be easily 
intergrated onto other media.

logo one

The second logo that I also considered solely 
focused on the letter ‘x’. Using both sides of 
the letter are cut away from one another as 
though it’s become an ‘exchange’ - putting 
a CD on the table in exchange for more 
information. Colouring one side of the letter 
out also enhances this idea and makes it 
stand out a lot more clearer. Unable to decide 
between the two, I decided to develop them 
further.

logo two
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Right from my first initial prototype that I had 
working with one image, I had created some 
very basic visuals for the videos that would 
play. 

Right from the beginning, I had imagined that 
scrolling text would circulate the main stage 
where the CD’s would be placed - I think 
it would make it seem more futuristic and 
involve the stage more. 

To differenciate between the cards, I placed 
album images in the centre and used a plain 
white background. 

When creating these, I didn’t really have any 
idea of how I wanted the final designs to look, 
but I knew of certain features it should have. 

basic visuals
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Once I had the second RFID reader working 
alongside the first one, I decided to create 
some more basic visuals that would give me 
a better idea of how the visuals good look. 

For each of the mixes, I added the 
recommended album in the centre so that 
users would know that it was that album that’s 
being suggested based on the two CDs 
they’ve put down. 

I decided that a nice pink glow effect would 
look inviting to customers so that they would 
want to interact with the table. 

When there is an object placed on the table, 
the glow would stop flashing and would 
remain a constant glow - very much like the 
Wii Games console. 

less basic visuals
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Before I began wireframing my screens 
needed for the table, I had to know what it is 
that people would want to see. 

If I placed a CD on a table, what would I want 
to find out about it? What would drive me to 
putting a CD on the table in the first place?

Not only that, but I had decided that one of 
the RFID cards should be a loyalty card. ‘Pure 
HMV’ is an existing loyalty scheme from HMV 
where customers can collect points when 
shopping at various shops and collect points 
to spend in store. 

Adding this feature means that when a 
customer places their membership card onto 
the table, they could perhaps see their recent 
purchases, personal recommendations, they 
total points as well as personal offers that 
they may have been offered. 

To understand this more, I produced a 
mindmap that would help me produce 
wireframes. 

what should people see?
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After some feedback from both peers and 
tutors, the wireframes I had produced didn’t 
make the best use of the screen and as 
a result, extra information that could be 
displayed wasn’t there. 

The individual CD screen should show the 
venues where that arist is next playing, it 
should also have reviews. Although videos 
are important, they should take the space 
of the whole screen with the information 
overlayed on top.

When two CDs are ‘mixed’ together, a 
peer highlighted that the user should see 
all the recommendations together on one 
screen, and not just one at a time - that 
way, consumers will be able to compare 
albums and have a constant note of the 
album name and artist. Each video will play 
for approximately 15 seconds and then 
move onto the next. Local band will also be 
highlighted.

development
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Using Photoshop I was able to create all 
of the needed visuals that I would later put 
into After Effects to animate. However, as 
the projector’s resolution was 1920X1080 
I needed to make sure that all the images 
and videos I found were also of that size, 
quality and resolution. This made all the 
files absolutely huge in size and would 
often make my computer lag. 

From my testing visuals, I also decided that 
adding a pink glow that would fit under 
the stage would add to the experience. 
Repeatedly glowing when nothing is 
placed on the table would encourage 
users or passersby to interact with it - very 
much like the CD slot in the Wii Games 
Console. 

Each recommended album would consist 

of a ‘cover photo’ of the artists as well as 
the album cover that the song is taken 
from. Instead of having a revealing circle 
to represent the length of a preview, I 
decided to use a pink bar at the bottom 
that would indicate how long is left of that 
particular song - it would then stay there to 
let users know that that song has already 
played. 

Another thing that I was required to do in 
order to make using After Effects much 
easier, was to flatten all the relevant 
images and separate the layers that would 
only need animatiing. 

creating the visuals
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final prototype
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After spending days on After Effects 
animating each photoshop file, I eventually 
rendered them. As they were big files, the 
majority of them took almost three house to 
complete. After viewing back the videos, I 
noticed a typing error on one of the videos. 
Unfortunately, I didn’t have the time, and still 
dont to correct it as the rendering took too 
long. However, for the final exhibition, I will 
make sure this is corrected.

When rendered, the videos would often 
come out at 13GB, obviously this was way 
too big and my computer couldn’t even play 
the videos in sync with the sound. Therefore 
I used iMovie to render them again in the 
same resolution but it would get them down 
to around 100mb in size - much better for 
Processing to handle.

As well as animating the individual screens, I 
also managed to animate my identity. Using 
After Effects I was able to create a stroke 
motion where the ‘mix’ chases itself. This nice 
ident would also be shown on the screen 
when not in use so the screen doesn’t stay 
still. 

it’s working
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To document the table working, I filmed a 
simple video that showed me placing CDs 
and DVDs on the table and watching the 
graphics reveal the ‘mixes’ 

The video is very straight forward and shows 
what happens when you place one CD on 
the table, when you place a combination of 
two CDs on the table and the same with the 
DVD’s. 

Each combination of CDs produces a specific 
mix - so each time you place a different two 
CD’s on, it will recommend music solely for 
those two CD’s. 

The video also demosntrates how the Pure 
HMV card could work alongside the tables 
to allow members to interact more with their 
music, their points and their spending.

video demonstration

To view the video 
demonstration scan here

vimeo.com/96149542
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As well as producing a video demonstration 
of the table in action, I also wanted to create 
a promotional video that not only would 
demonstrate the features of the table, but 
it would also highlight the social aspect of 
it - visiting with friends and discovering new 
music together. 

Therefore, I filmed the table in a professional 
photography studio, and used my friends to 
help demonstrate the experience. 

Unfortunately, I could only use the 
photography studio before I had even 
started designing my final visuals. Therefore, 
I decided that I would film the scenes for 
the promotional videos and then add the 
content digitally later on. This seemed to 
work perfectly, moreover, I was able to 
demonstrate certain features that I couldn’t 
include in my prototype; such as live gigs and 
using your smartphone to instantly download 
albums from the table. 

The video, I believe, is a nice and exciting 
way to introduce my concept as a whole - it is 
the video that I presented to my course and 
it’s the one that I will present to others in the 
hope of gaining feedback. Again, due to the 
large files, I had to render the video in poorer 
quality so that it would play easily. 

promotional video

To view the video 
demonstration scan here

vimeo.com/91794782
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feedback

I love that you can put you phone on the 
table and download the album to your device. 
Physicals like CDs, DVDs etc are dying out 
so its helping bridge the gap between digital 
and analogue media. 

Perhaps booths like these in the future will 
instead of having an actual DVD in a case. it 
will just be a card/block/token or something 
for people to view more etc.

HMVMix presents an opportunity for 
music stores to recreate people’s love for 
experimenting with and trying out new 
music. By transforming a section of HMV 
into a social area, where people can come 
together to discuss live gigs, new albums 
and artists, people will be drawn back onto 
the high street and away from the internet. 
This will bring back the atmosphere that once 
infiltrated HMV with new, up-to-date music, 
singles and bands.

Directional speakers are a great idea for 
this concept, as although some people 
view music as a social thing, others view it 
as a more personal item and want to listen 
to music on their own and discover new 
personal favourites. It also allows several 
tables to be placed together to create a lively 
atmosphere between parties and friends and 
become a new place for people to meet.

HMV Mix is a great idea to bring customers 
back to music and film shops since everything 
is now done digitally. 

Although lots of online products offer a similar 
service, the social and physical aspect of 
HMV Mix make for a much more interesting 
and fun way to search for music and films. 
It was great that it wasn’t designed to use 
all your attention, instead encouraging 
socialising while sharing and discovering 
music and films with your friends.

This is a good concept and has some 
very good branding which is modern and 
consistent. The promotional video has nice 
and clear transitions and good animations. 

It may be useful to think about how you can 
use modern communication language for 
branding eg. #discover.

You have clearly demonstrated that your 
technical skills are very strong and the overall 
presentation has good music that supports 
the concept. 

Unfortunately, I have not heard anything back 
from HMV regarding my final prototype or the 
promotional video that I’ve created. 

Andy did say he would be interested to see 
the final result once I had completed it, so 
therefore I will extend an invitation for him to 
come and see and test my prototype.

I really like how it creates a new way for 
customers to interact with the shop as 
many media shops such as blockbuster has 
become unneeded. It gives a new purpose 
for people to actually want to go into physical 
shops. It’s really nice that there’s a group 
aspect to the project that encourages people 
to interact with eachother as well as the table. 
Potentially, think about the physical table itself 
for future development - such as building 
a more durable structure so drinks can be 
placed on top of it. 

Also, consider how it could interact with 
digital media. For example, if there are songs 
on your phone, could you access them 
through the table. 

nathan davies - fellow student caroline innes - fellow student

catherine johnson - fellow student

paul melhuish - instinctif partners 
Senior Digital Consultant

andy pritchard - hmv newcastle 
Store Manager

tim tom - fellow student

Through my presentations, video 
demonstration and the promotional video, I 
was able to gain some feedback from a range 
of people. These also included user testing. 
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Looking back at the overall project, I feel that I have been 
successful in meeting the requirements of the brief. The 
amount of work that I have produced was a lot more than I 
anticipated, and I think I had set high goals for myself. With 
HMV Mix I feel that I have not only completed one final 
project, but within that I have completed many individual 
projects.

When given the brief, I did struggle to choose a concept, and 
I initially concentrated on the receipt printer. For this, I did 
carry out a fair bith of research and contacted a few people, 
which did set me back when I decided to change my concept 
completely. Looking back, I definitely made the right decision 
in dismissing the thermal printer idea, as it had been done so 
many times before. 

HMV Mix has been a great opportunity to not only do what I 
really love, designing visuals, but it also allowed me to give 
other areas of design a go. For this project, I was able to 
narrow it into three sub-projects:
 - Arduino and RFID Coding
 - Building a table
 - Designing Visuals

It was with these three sub-projects in mind that I was able to 
time manage my time appropriately. I think having this outlook 
on the whole project definitely allowed me to consider 
everything as it happened and not get far behind one one 
thing - I tried to keep all the plates spinning as they say. 

I still consider myself to be a newbie when it comes to 
Arduino, and I did feel a little out of my depth at times. On 
my own, I was able to set up and get working one RFID 
reader with my cards, but trying to get two to work was a 
different story. Alistair Macdonald was a huge help, and I owe 
him a lot of thanks. Not only was he able to make two RFID 
readers work with Processing, but he also had the time and 
patience to explain to me each step. As a result, I would say 
I’m definitely stronger in the coding aspect of things. With 
the coding, I found that a lot of things came down to trial and 
error, and sometimes, when it worked - I would not question it 
and just be grateful it does work. 

I definitely could tidy my code up, but as I said, it works. 
I have not done product design for many years, and vuilding a 
table wasn’t something that was going to happen over night. 
In all honestly, I perhaps think that is was fairly naive of me to 
build a table at first, and didn’t perhaps consider what I really 
needed to do.

As I mentioned in my document, I was really lucky to have 
received help from a family member in building a table and 
it really did make my project feel as though it was slowly 
coming together. Although I received help, I did make sure 
I was involved in the process throughout; from measuring 
the correct sizes, to designing the table to purchasing and 
measuring material sizes. Building a table is expensive, 
ideally, I would’ve preffered a much thicker and nicer wood - 
but I couldn’t afford it. 

In the whole process of building the table, I soon realised 
how important the projector is - everything depended on it. 
If I didn’t get the sizes right, then it wouldn’t work correctly. 
Luckily, I managed to get everything just as it needed to be 
and I am beyond happy with the outcome. If given more time, 
I would definitely have changed the finish of the table from 
white to black so that it matched the HMV style more. I would 
also get rid of the markers on top that indicate where users 
should place the CDS. These were essential to make sure 
the RFID cards are in the right place to get read - I believe I 
could’ve given better and professional markers. 

The final visuals that I have created, I believe, are fairly strong 
and fit within the HMV family style perfectly. The screens that I 
have produced seem to display all the necessary information 
and more. I wanted it to be a purely visual experience, where 
users are simply required to watch and listen - and I think I’ve 
achieved that. 

Creating these visuals were fairly fun in all honesty, but when 
it came to After Effects, it wasn’t. Because I had to work at 
1920x1080 resolution, I had to make sure I was using the best 
quality images and videos so that the quality was at its best - 
this really did slow down my computer and video’s took over 
three hours to render each. There is a spelling error in one of 
the videos, but I didn’t have enough time to spare to fix and 
render it all over again. This will be changed for the REVEAL 
exhibition. 

Although I did encounter a few issues along the way, they 
were luckily fairly simple and easy to solve. Not ebing able to 
place the projector facing upwards really did worry me about 
the whole project. Luckily, placing a mirror at the right angle in 
front of it fixed it perfectly. 

Everything has really come together and I’m really happy 
with the work that I’ve produced. I have been lucky enough 
to have contact with a HMV store manager and to recieve 
ongoing support from him. Additionally, a friend was able to 
show a work colleague my promotional video, and as he was 
a senior digital consultant, I really appreciated his feedback. 

Overall, I believe that HMV Mix is a viable concept and I really 
hope that I’ve also highlighted the social aspects of it and 
how it really strives to bring something to HMV stores that the 
internet will never be able to achieve - human contact. 

I think it’d be wrong to assume that this is just another ‘touch-
based’ device, because I feel it’s more of an ambient device 
that is there in the background. 

evaluation
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future considerations

Ideally, I would like to imagine that HMV Mix would be im-
plemented across all HMV stores. It would be a new space 
where customers could relax, socialise and discover new 
music. 

In the sketches that I have produced, tables would also 
be available in coffee-style tables, so that users can really 
relax on sofas when having a drink or talking with friends. Of 
course, I wasn unable to do this for a prototype, but I believe 
the tool-based table I have produced still convey this idea. 

Most of the changes that I aim to make will be for the design 
exhibitions this summer. Firstly, I will re-paint the table to be 
black. White was the wrong colour choice as black fits more 
into the HMV style. I chose white because I thought it would 
look much better when presented in our own studio space. 
However, white also shows up dirt - such as finger prints. 

Additionally, I will also not be suing spray paint to place the 
logo onto the table, but I will be using vinyl stickers to give it a 
professional and crisp finish. It also means that I can show my 
logo in the correct way - something which I was unable to do 
as a stencil. 

Finally, the indicators on the top of the table, which tells users 
where to place the CDs will also be gone. I really like the 
idea of placing a CD casually on a table and it automatically 
working - rather than being instructed where to place it. To 
achieve this I will purchase bigger RFID tags for the products. 
This means that there is a greater chance of the RFID reader 
registering the products in the same space. 

Ideally, the table could be a touch-screen based device, and 
I have no reservations about it being one. However, there is 
something about it being an almost ambient device that I like. 
Sometimes, when users don’t have control, they perhaps dis-
cover more things than they would if they had skipped over 
it - like albums for example. 
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appendix

Appendix A: Informed Consent form Page 1 Appendix B: Informed Consent form Page 2 Appendix C: Consent for the use of photography/video

Description: 
A scanned copy of an Informed Consent Form provided by 
Northumbria University on behalf of my DE0972 module. 
Participant, Andre Pritchard of HMV Newcastle, was 
interviewed for research.

Description: 
A scanned copy of a consent form for the use of photography 
and video. Signed by Andy Pritchard of HMV Newcastle. 


